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Abstract: The research offers a simple matrix model of analysis for ranking risk levels in critical and emergency situations. The 
leading principles, which should be taken into consideration can be arranged in a group of steps, for example the qualification and grading of 
imminent danger and the level of endangerment of key assets, determining of the processes which can lead to harm and also the value of the 
structures susceptible to damage and the damage itself. 
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1. Introduction
The preliminary assessment of the threats aimed at the security

of given process, event or a system is a mechanism creating a 
variety of tendencies connected with disaster management. The 
practice said above gives us the ability to engineer a strategy for 
system control.  

Thanks to the processes of planning and forecasting there is an 
increased chance of reacting adequately and quickly if a disastrous 
event happens and its boost the future solving of the problem. An 
example for a decent tool in the field of disaster management is the 
remote examination of such happenings with the help of artificial 
satellites. 

The usage of man-made objects orbiting our planet’s orbit and 
the methods of their exploitation are crucial for the control of the 
environment security on the grounds of their precision and supreme 
scale of effectiveness. With their help a high volume of valuable 
intel showing the state of the environment is being able to be 
collected and furthermore the data gathered will aid the long and 
short-term danger scenarios. [1, 8,12,13,16,18] 

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem

A supporting instrument in finding a solution to an 
environmental crisis are hypotheses. They tend to have a more 
general character in comparison with prognoses due to the fact that 
they mainly use guesses and ideas as a source that stemmed from 
risk analysis. [1,2,5,7]  

The professional generation of a prognose for a single case is of 
utmost importance for the defining of the set of tasks given for 
achieving a stable level of environment security and its imminent 
support. 

The main approach to overcome the dangers is the usage of 
prognosis techniques, used mainly for making conclusions and 
making a review of the needed resources for countermeasuring 
existing threats. [9,10]  

The whole process of combating risks depends on vulnerability 
and danger measuring and analysis. Risk grading is important for 
determining the value of resources, their flaws and also the threats 
themselves, all of whom are able to be realized in the system and 
lead to ecological risks and compromising the environment. Risk 
grading exist when the danger is measured and the shortcomings of 
the resources are classified – a potential entry point for real 
troubles, and on the other hand the creation of adequate ways to 
reduce damage to the world’s ecosystem. [11,14,15] 

Measuring the risk and the risk factor are the first crucial step in 
threat analysis and management of environment security. Every 
asset in the security system must be evaluated in terms of its 
importance to the whole structure of danger control.  

Assets should be categorized in different types with respect to 
their value and influence on the whole anti-risk concept. Of a great 
concern is the choice of criteria for classification of resources. If we 
dive deeper into the field of environment security we can see that it 

is nearly impossible to put a price on assets like the World Ocean 
for example. For an effective measurement we should grade the 
assets on a scale from 1 to 10 and for creating an easier measure 
method we can arrange resources concerning their quality from 
“very low” to “very high”. The grading must be a responsibility of a 
team of experts or organization sorting the assets in their respective 
categories. [1,6,7,17] 

3. Solution of the examined problem

Looking at the ISO accepted standard worldwide which regular 
risk assessment criteries we can come with acceptable terms for 
quality grading from the standards of informational security and the 
abovementioned used successfully in the field of environment 
security due to the lack of ISO algorithm in environment security. 

 The terms included should be as following: “lowest”, “very 
low” “low”, “medium”, “high”, “very high” and “of critical 
importance”. The range of grading should be prepared by experts in 
the field and there must be no confusion in the usage of grading 
terms. The following terms are applicable – primary value, 
renewing value and exchange value.[1,11,12,13,] 

Of a particular importance is the creation of a grading system. 
The higher the number of grading levels is, the better is the detail 
itself. In determining the threats we can utilize the recommended 
approach in Application C of the ISO/IEC 13335-3 standard where 
Application D contains the threats created by deliberate actions, A – 
random actions and E – natural threats.[1,17,18] 

Table 1: Ecological threats and their grading in accord with the 
international standard/ISO/IEC TR 13335-3:1998  
Annex 1 

THREAT ВИД 
1 Earthquake Е, А 
2 Flood Е, А, D 
3 Hurricane Е, А 
4 Lightning strike Е, А 
5 Radioactive contamination А, D 
6 Electromagnetic influences А, D 
7 Dust storms Е, А 
8 Fire Е, А, D 
9 Extreme values of temperature and humidity Е, А 
10 Heavy snowfall Е, А 
11 Drought Е, А 
12 Volcanic activity Е, А 
13 Tsunami Е, А 
14 Other risks 

It is of great importance in evaluating the threats what 
question will be given when the asset is rated. For a more simple 
way of rating a sheet of questions should be created for every group 
of assets that are important for risk rating and with which risk can 
be evaluated and the level of vulnerability.  
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For every answered question in the quiz points will be 
allocated to the database and the whole asset will be compared with 
ranks thus giving the threat level ( See matrix in 2) [1,17,18] 

 
Table 2: Scale for determination of threat and vulnerability 
 

 
Asset 
Value 

Threat Level 

Low Medium High 

Level of vulnerability Level of 
vulnerability \ 

Level of 
vulnerability 

L M H L M H L M H 

0 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 

1 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 

2 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 

3 3 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 7 

4 4 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 8 

 
4. Results and discussion 
 
The amount of value of the assets and the threat level and 

vulnerability, according to every type of influence are inserted in 
the matrix to determine every combination of the supposed risk 
level on the scale with a random equation – in cases 1-8. The same 
are shown in Table 2.  

For every asset the vulnerable points and their threats are 
evaluated. If there are vulnerabilities, but there are no threats or 
there are threats but no vulnerabilities it is assumed that there is no 
risk present.  

In those cases there is a careful measurement of a possible 
change in the status quo so unexpected risks are successfully 
evaded. Afterwards the queue in the matrix is calculated based on 
the value of the asset and the column adjusted to the value – by the 
threat and vulnerability level. [1,7,9,15,16,17,18] 

The size of the matrix from the point of view of the categories 
characterising the level of threat and vulnerability of the asset are 
chosen depending on the specification of the needs of the mentioned 
case. The value of this method is concluded in the ability to sort 
threats and dangers alike. 

 
5. Conclusion 
 
For determining the dependence between factors and influence 

and the possibility for a threat to happen ( with considering the 
character of vulnerability) a matrix can be proposed. 

After defining, in the final phase of grading a summary grading 
of the risk must be done. The risk shows itself as a stat of the 
vulnerability of the system and his value is influenced by the 
resources, threats, the realisations of possibilities of the dangers in 
vulnerable points and the existing measures for deterrence and 
defence, thus lowering vulnerability and threat to the ecosystem.  

The goal of the analysis is consisting of the determination and 
grading of the risks that are influencing the system and its resources 
with the goal of choosing the adequate countermeasures. 
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